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IPO: Getting IT in shape 
 
In the current market climate, Private Equity firms often consider listing on a stock 
exchange as the preferred exit strategy for long-held portfolio companies. Before hitting 
the road for a multi-city, multi-banker investor’s road show, the company’s 
management must pass several tests that prove the IPO preparation being rock-solid.  
While great efforts might be spent on legal, commercial and financial issues, the 
readiness and risk avoidance of the soon-to-be public company’s IT situation is often 
overlooked. This can frequently lead to unpleasant surprises in conjunction with the 
IPO, when regulatory bodies may cry wolf on the IT situation or insufficient Business 
Continuity Plans (a k a BCP or sometimes COB, Continuity of Business). And of course 
after the IPO, when the seller’s reputation might get tainted should IT shortcomings 
become evident. Advince expertise, usually not found at accounting and legal advisors, 
can make a valuable difference. 

 

Main Components of IT – IPO check 
 
Enabling the target company – and of course the seller! – to tick the box “IT 
Preparations OK”, basically consists of the following three steps: 
 

- IT costs & effectiveness in shape? What are the IT costs at the company, how do 

they benchmark against industry standards? Are there any large-scale IT projects 

ongoing that risk blowing up, or will cause the new owners to commit lots of 

management attention and investments? 

 
- IT-related risks? Are there mission-critical systems in use, built upon old technology 

no longer supported, and/or dependent on few individuals who also may approach 

retirement age or be poached to competitors? Also, is IT Security sufficient, both in 

terms of resisting external attacks and having good policies in place regarding access 

control to important – and, in the future, stock-price sensitive – information? 

 
- Management information quality. Are there IT applications in place that provide 

the management, and hence the board and the Stock Exchange, with access to timely, 

relevant and accurate reporting on financial performance that stands up to the needs of 

a publicly traded company? Is this reporting obtained in ways compliant with access 

control? 

When assembling your team of expert advisors for an IPO, you should probably learn 
from the many successful IPO preparations where Advince has participated, ensuring 
that the IT situation at the target company becomes an asset rather than a liability. 
 
For additional information: Filip Ekstrand, +46 70 262 25 57   
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